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ABSTRACT 
" 
.. One of the basic theorems on compact Riemann surface is the 
v Riemann-Roe~ theorem, which has received important developments 
through the recent works of Ilirzebruch, Grothendieck, Atiyah and 
Singer. The purpose of this thesis is to present a proof of this 
basic theorem by using the well-known Hodge's harmonic,decompo-
sition theorem. 
The first,two ·Sections contain the de~initions of Riemann 
, surfaces, holom.orphic and meromorphic functions, differentials, 
the star opera~iorttand harmonic· forms, and the statement of the 
Hodge's harmonic decomposition theorem. 
In §§3 ,4 we ~ss holom.orphic and meromorphic differentials, 
and prove the residue Emd the existence theorems for meromorphic 
differentials. 
§§5,6 give a brief review of the elementary combinatorial 
topology pf surfaces, together with the normal forms of compact 
orientable surfaces. 
( In'§7 we stiudy the periods of holamorphic and merarnorpiu. 
one-forms on compact Riemann surfaces. 
\\ 
. !A §8 we introduce divisors on a compact Riemann surface, 
· and study their degrees and d1mensions by considering the linear 
space L ( n) of meromorphic functions associated with e~ch fixed 
./ 
divisor n. 
C 
Finally, the promised proof of the Riemann-Roch theorem ·is 
given .. in §9. 
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INTRODUCTION 
One o:f the basic theorems on compact Riemann surfaces is the 
Riemann-Roch theorem, which has received important developments 
througl1 the recent ,-rorks of Ilirzebruch, Grothendieck, Atiyah and 
Singer. The purpose of this thesis is to present a proof of this 
basic theorem by using the well-known Hodge's harmonic decomposition 
theorem. 
In §1 Riemann surfaces are defined. §2 contains the def'initions 
of holomorphic and meromorphic functions on a Riernann~surface R, 
together with some of their p~operties for compact R. Differentials, 
the star operation and lia.rmonic forms are also introduced, and the 
\ 
Hodge's harmonic decomposition theorem is finally stated. 
In §§3,4 holomorphic and meromorphic differentials are studied, 
~ 
and the residue and the existence theorems for meromorphic differ-
entials are proved. 
Triangulations of surfaces and barycentric subdivisions of 
simplexes are discussed in §5, and the normal forms of cam.pact 
orientable surfaces are given in §6. 
In §7 we obtain various properties of the periods of holomorphic 
and meromorphic one-forms on a com.pa~t Riemann s~face. 
\ 
In §8 we introduce divisors on a compact Riemann surface, and 
·, 
study" their degrees and dimensions by considering the ~inear space 
L {n) of meromorphic functions associated ,.,i th each fixed di visor ot . 
Finally, the promised proof of the Riemann-Roch theorem is 
given in §9. 
·• 
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. § l. RIEMANN SURFACES 
The idea of a Riemann surface has its foundations 1n the developnent 
of the multiple-valued behavior of certain complex-valued functions on the 
complex plane.. In order to lead to the abstract definition of a Riemann 
surface, we must consider some elementary theory of analytic functions. 
DEFINITION 1.1. An analytic function w = w{ z) of a complex variable 
z is called an algebraic function, if it satisfies an algebraic equation 
of the·forIJl 
(1.1) 
• • • + &n(z) = o, a0 {z), O, where a1(z), 
1 = o, 1, ••• , n, are polynamjals in z with complex coefficients. 
We note that for each value of z, we obtain a polynomial in w of 
degree n, for which, in general, equation (1.1) bas no unique solution. 
Thus w is a multi-valued function of z. 
We now give several examples of algebraic functions. 
EXAMPIE 1. 1. Consider 
w(z) = [i = Ir eie/2 
Pick some point z0 with /Je18, and consider a simple closed curve c 
through z0 with the origin in its interior. Transversing the circle 
once, we find that 
w(zo) = ,11e1(e +'27')/2 = -,/Ji eie/2 • 
In general, we have w(z0 ) = g. e1912 or w(z0 ) = - //° e1912 according as 
ve transverse the circl~ c an even or odd number of times. Thus, 
w(z) = Jz is a two-valued function ... To avoid this multiplicity, we-,:f'orm 
l_ 
.. , 
a sur~ace of ·two sheets as seen in the elementary analytic function theory • 
. , Using stereographic projection, we, know that the extended complex 
plane is homeomorphic to a sphere. Therefore 1 we can consider the two 
3 
. / 
{ ' 
' 
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sheets of the complex plane (each cut along the positive real axis) as 
spheres cut along a meridian circle from the· south pole to the north 
pole. We now may deform each sphere without tearing into two hemi-
spheres, and the two hemispheres may be pasted together to obtain a 
sphere • Analytically, the map { z , Jz) ~ t = [z of the surface of two 
sheets onto the extended t-plane gives us this result. Hence, this 
particr11 ar surface is homeomorphic to a sphere. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Consider 
where r 1 , r2, r 3 are distinct. In order to make this function single-
valued, we use a surface of two sheets with a cut between r 1 and r 2 and 
,.~other from r 3 to oo .. Again we see that each sheet is homeomorphic to 
a sphere with a cut. We may stretch each cut into a circular hole and 
· pull the edges of the cuts outward to make tubes. By joining the tubes 
of the two spheres appropriately, we obtain a surfaqe wlµ.ch can be 
topologically mapped onto a torus. 
EXAMPLE 1. 3. Consider 
w2 = a{z - r1) ~·· {z - rn) , . 
where n is even, and r 1 , ••• ,r0 are distinct. We then see that the surface 
/ for which w is single--valued is homeomorphic to a sphe.re with ~ - l 
. 1 
handles. 
The sphere, torus, and a sphere with handles are examples of Riemann 
• 
surfaces;. the general definition of a Riemann surface is given as follows: 
DEFINITION 1.2 • A connected Hausdorff space R is called a two-
C:i 
d1rnehsio~ manifold, if for each '1' GR and every open neighborhood N-,c 
of "X , there exists a homeomorphism ~ of N,c onto an open set of the 
Euclidean plane • 
I 
4 
[( . 
.. 
,•i (. 
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DDIKITION 1. 3 • A two-dimensional man:J told R is cal J ed a Riemann 
surface (complex analytic ~fold), if 
(1) for each ~ER and each open neighborhood .. Nx of ~ , there 
r...1 
exists an analytic homeomorphism of N ~ onto an open set of the Euclidean 
plane, 
(11) for each ,x E R, there exists a local ,1niformizer such that 
can be expressed as an analytic function of the uniformizing parameter. 
DEFINITION 1.4. A canonical · cut on a Riemarm surface is a simple 
closed curve c, which does not cut the surface into two pieces. 
DEFINITION 1.5. The genus g of a Riemann surface is defined to be 
the maximum number of independent canonical cuts which can be performed 
on the surface without separating it. 
Note that a sphere is of genus zero, since any simple closed curve 
r;, deleted from the sphere produces a separated space • Also, a sphere with 
n hand 1 es is of genus n. The torus is of genus 1. 
DEFINITION 2 .1. Let R be an open region in the complex plane • f ( z) 
is said to be holomorphic at z0 ER, if it has a derivative at every point 
in a certain neighborhood of z0 • 
DEFINITION 2 .2 • Let R be an open region in the complex plane. f ( z) 
is said to be meromorphic in R, if it is single--anLlued in R, and is either 
holomorphic or has a pole at every point a~ R. 
Let R be a compact complex analytic manifold of one complex dimension 
(closed Riemann surface). Then we may define holomorphic and meromorphic 
functions on R. 
, I 
:( 
.· .-·~~:-·' 
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I.IMMA 2.1. Let R ~ .! closed Riemann surface and f !. holomorphic 
function defined on R. Then f is constant • 
---- -----
PROOF. Suppose there exists a non-constant holomorphic function 
f: R -> c, where C is the complex plane. Since R is compact, there exists 
v 6 R such that · f{x) ~ f(w) for all ~6 R. Since there exists a 
neighborhood U of w, which is holomorphically equivalent to the disk 
D = ( z: z < I ) , that is, there exists a holom.orphic function ¢: D -> U . 
such that ¢( O) = ,w, g = f o ¢. is holomorphic in D with a maximum at O, 
contradicting the maximum modulus principle. Hence f is constant. 
LE>1MA 2 .2. Let R be ! closed Riemann sur:race, and f !. mei:amorphic 
:tunction defined .2!! R. Then f has ~ most ! finite number .Qf. poles. 
PROOF. Assume f has infinitely many poles. By the Balzano-Weierstrass 
theorem, the set W of all poles of f has a cluster point a E R. f is not 
holomorphic at a, since every neighborhood . U of a contains points of W. 
f does not have a pole at a, since a is not an isolated point of W. Thus 
f is not a meromorphic function, contradicting the hypothesis. Hence the 
!Dn4A 2 • 3 • Let R be ! closed Riemann surface, and r ~ ~romorphic 
function defined .2!! R with values .2!! the Riemann sphere.S. Then either 
f maps R onto S, 2!: f is constant. 
PROOF. Asstnne f is non-constant. By Lemma 2 .2, we know f is dis-
continuous at most at a finite number of points P1 , ••• ,P0 • Let (Sn, n & D) 
be a net in R - {P1) converging to P1. Since f(z) -> fJO as z -> P1, 
f(Sn) -> co as n -> oo • But oo = f(P1) • Thus f is continuous at Pi, 
and therefore at every point of R. Since R is compact, f[R] is compact. ~ 
But ·r [R] C S, and S is Hausdorff. Thus f [R] is closed. From elementary 
~--•-_.,,,,-_, 
analytic function theory, we) knov that a non-constant meromorphic function 
6 
.. 
• 
is an open map. Therefore t[R] is open. Since S is connected and 
f[R] ~ ¢, f[R] = S. 
r .• ~ 
.. r.,. 
, .. ' '} 
In ord~r to determine all meromorphic :f'unctions on R., we must consider 
also differentials • From the analytic structure of our surface, in a local 
·'-
co-ordinate neighborhood we have a local uniformizing variable 
(2 .1) Z=X+iy, 
-
-Where i = J=1. . 
DEFINITION 2 .1. A differential g! degre~ 1 ( exterior one-form) on a ~ 
Riemann surface is a linear expression of the form 
(2.2) w = Adx + Bdy , 
where A= A(x,y) and B = B(x,y) are class c00 camplex--valued :f'unctions •. 
Let z be. the canplex conjugate of -z. Throughout this paper a bar over 
a letter will always denote the conjugate of the complex number defined by 
the letters. Then from equation (2.1) it follows that 
(2 .3) dz = a.x + 1dy , dz = d.x - 1dy • 
By putting A1 ;: A/2 - i B/2, B1 = A/2 + 1 B/2 , and using equations 
(2.2), {2.3) we can easily show that 
A1 dz + Bi dz = w. 
If t = u + iv is another local 1miformizing variable, then t = t(z) 
is a holomorphic function of z in the common domain of z and t, so that 
the Cauchy-Reimann equations 
(2 .4) . Ux = Vy , Uy = - Vx 
are satisfied., where ux denotes the partial derivative of u with respect 
to -x.. , and etc. It shquld be noted that equations (2 .4) can be written 
) 
1n the condensed form, ~ly, d t/ d Z = o. Thus we lJ18¥ extend w given 
· by equation (2 .2) to w = A1du + B1dv in the t-co-ordinate system in such 
• 
--
• I • 
7 
I 
' "i 
). 
) 
\ \ 
'v-J· 
' .. 
,,. 
a manner that on the coJIIDOn dcnain of z and t, A1 and B1"are related 
to A and B by 
(2.5) A= A'Ux + B'vx , B = A'Uy + B1vy. 
Due to equations (2.4), equations (2.5) are a linear transformation, 
which is real orthogonal up to a stretching factor u.z2 + Uy2 • Hence 
the operations · 
(2.6) v -> w = Xdx -t- ru.y , 
(2.7) w-> w = - 'Bdx + Xdy 
are intrinsic. 
I.EMMA 2 .4 • Let z = x + iy ~ !\, local \Uliform:iz1!1£ variable .2!l !!! 
open set U o:f R. Let w, t\ and f, g ~, respectively, dif:ferential forms 
and coffi.Plex.-valued functions defined .Q!! U. 
7 
__ ) __ Then 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
{2,J2) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(tw ... sq) = f w 1- g I\ , 
(V)=w, 
*(fw + gq) = J'{ *W) + g( *f\) , 
*( *w) = - w , 
*(i*w) = iw , 
*( w ) = ( * w) , 
d( w ) = (clw) , 
d bei;ns the exterior differentiation, 
{2.15) 
(2 .16) 
(2 .17) 
*(Adz + Bdz) = -1 Bdz + i Adz , 
wA*'l = i{ "*w, 
W/\*W=(A 2 -t- B 2)dx/\ci¥, 
provided that w = Adx T Bdy. \ 
\ 
··-:·: 
•· 
~-
. .. 
The :proof of this leinrna is straighti'orvard,· and· is therefore 
ao1tted here. 
.. .., ' 
·......._; 
-~.· 
--------------------------------
-·· 
" I 
, .. 
i 
,l 
... ,., 
,, 
,1 
( 
!EMMA 2.5. A form w can£!:. expressed!! 
(2.18) w = A(x,y)dz 
: .... ,. 
!B, each local unif ormized z, 14: and only !! 
(2 .19) Jf w = i V • 
PROOF. Lemma 2 .5 follows immediately from equation (2 .15). In 
fact, if equation (2.1e) is true, then equation (2.15) implies equation 
(2.19) since B = O. Conversely, suppose w = Adz + Belz. Then equation 
-
(2.19) implies that 
* (Adz + Bd'Z) = i{Adz + Bdz) • 
Comparison of the right side of this equation and equation (2.15) thus 
gives B = o. 
DEFINITION 2 .2 A one-form w is said to be harmonic I it 
(2 __ .20) dW = d( *W) = 0. 
An important result on harmonic forms used in this paper is the 
following 
/ 
THEOREM 2.1 (OF HOOOE). !! w ll !: C • real one-form .Qll !: cag,act 
Riemann surface R, then w has~ unique decopg;>osition 
' 
W = Wl + w2 + W3, 
. where w1 = 8 !! harmonic, w2 = de and w3 = *df, e and f being C 00 functions 
on R. 
-
By separating real and imaginary parts, Theorem 2 .1 can easily be 
extended to complex differentials. 
In partic11J ar, if dw = 0, from the Hodge's theorem it can be shown 
that 
W= 8+de, I 
which means that each De Hham cohomology class contains a unique harmonic 
. 
form. 
j I 
9 
.. 
\:..,. 
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·,~_:, 
COROLIARY 2.1. The space o:f real harmonic forms .QB.!. COJ§l!Ct 
Riemann surface R is f! 2g dimensio-'l linear Spllce over the reals, where 
f J. HOL<J,10RPHIC DI 
DEFINITION 3 .1. A differential w is holomor@.ie or of first kind, 
if locally w = f(z)dz, where f is holom.orphic. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
IDIMA 3.1. A one-form w is holomorphic if and only if 
- - ( ...... 
·-*w = i w, 
dw = 0 • 
PROOF. By Lemm~ 2.5, condition (3.1) implies that v = Adz, and 
conversely. Thus dw = { ~ A/ d -z) d"Z /\ dz, and dw = O means that 
a A/ ~ '!' = 0, or A is holomorphic. 
-J:.Dl.fA 3 .2 • If e ll harmonic, then w = e + i-.. O ).! holamorphic. 
PROOF. Since e is harmonic, by Definition 2.2 
dw = d8 + id • 0 = 0 • 
... 
On the other hand, by equations (2.11), (2.12) we have 
*w = if(e + 1* e) = *e + 1 e = 1(.0 - 1 *0). 
From equations (2.9), (2.13) it follows that the right sid~ of the above 
J 
equation is equal to i w. Thus *W = i w, and w is holomori>bic due to "-'S 
Lemma 3.1. 
Thus, if e is real harmonic, then w = e + i • e is holamorphic • 
I 
Conversely, 
LEMMA 3 .3. If w is holomorphic, then 
(3.3) e = (wt- w)/2 
~ real harmonic, and 
I!' 
I 
' ., 
'~ •• : I 
\ 
10 
.. 
..  
./ 
.. 
f 
l 
l 
J l 
.\ 
1 
'I 
I ) 
I, 
'\ 
.'I 
--' ,I 
• I 
-· 
. . 
, ' 
(3.4) V = 8 + 1( *8) • 
PROOF. Since w is holomorphic, dw = O. By equation (2·· .14) , 
. 
dv = (a:i) = o. Thus de= o. Moreover, :from equations (3.1), (2.13), 
{2 .14), we have 
~C *w) = d(1 w) = idw = o , 
d( *w) = d( fi) = (d *w) = o. 
Thus d *8 = o, and 0 is real harmonic by Definition 2 .2. 
S1mjlarly, f)1om equations (3.3), (3.1), (2.13) we obtain 
(3.5) *8 = ( *w +*W)/2 = (i w +rw)/2 = i(w - w)/2 • 
El1mjnation of w from equations (3.3), (3.5) gives immediately 
equation (3.4). 
THEOREM 3 .1. The space 2! holomorphic d.iff erentials .9!!. ~ compact 
Riemann surface R has COJllPlex dimensions g, where g is the genus of R. 
PROOF. Let e be a real harmonic differential on R, and consider 
the map C: e -> e + i *0. By Lemma-s 3.2 and 3.3, C is a map of the 
real vector space of real harmonic differentials K onto the space of 
holomorphic differentials K' • Since 
c(e1 + 92) = c(e1) + c(92), c(re) = r c(e) , 
where f is a real-valued function on R, C is an isomorphism. Thus 
K and K' must have the same dimension. Since, by Coro] J ary 2 .1, K 
bas complex dimension g, so does K'. 
§ 4 • MERCMORPHIC DI 
~TION 4.1. A merQmoJ;Phic or abelian differential is ot the 
form ~ = f(z)dz, where f(z) is a meromorphic function. 
Fram lemma 2 .2 we know that on a compact Riemann surface R a 
m_sr0110rphic function f has at most a finite number of poles. Thus on B 
• 
11. 
:'!-·, 
,, 
1 
,, 
\ 
1, 
I• 
··"' ' 
we may write a mermomorp~c differential 1n the form 
• , i ... 
(4.1) 1 = (9...n z-n + ••• + a....1 z-l + a0 + a1 z + ••• )dz • 
DEFINITION 4 .2. In eqtmtion ( 4 .1), if a_n I O, then -n is called 
the order of ~ at the point P where z = 0, and a...1 the residue of 7 , 
denoted by a_1 = resp 1. 
The residue is independent of the uniformized z 1 . as can be seen 
by algebraic conwutation or by the evident formula 
I ' 
a_l = 2 \r i ~ 
Y" 
I 
where r is a small cycle surrounding p once. 
'l'BF:OREM 4 .1 (RESIDUE THEOREM). !f 1. k2, ~ meromorphic differential, 
then 
. 
(,4 .2) 
PROOF. Let P1 , ••• , Pn be the poles of "( , and surround each 
pole P1 by a circular disc D1 with boW1dary Y 1, i = 1, .•• , n. Delete 
the open sets D1 - r i, i = 1, .•• , n, from R, and consider the remainder 
of R to be r: , so that its boundary is Jl: = - y 1 - •• :~ - Y n• 
Then by Cauchy's and Green's theorems, 
1 
= - 2 TT i 
,r 
~l 1 
r· J 
d? = o, 
~ 
- - ___ 1 ___ _ 
- 2 rr 1 
since 'l is holamorphic on ~ , and d 'l = O · on E. by Lemma 2 .1. 
' ~ 
DEFINITION 4 .3. Let f be a non-constant meromorphic function on a 
Riemann Slll'face R, _, and at a point P(z), f(z) = 8n z0 + an+l zn+l + . . . , 
/ 
~ ~ o. Then n is called the Qr!l,~;r of f at P, and ve write n = Vp(f). 
l2 
-, 
. .  
RDfARK. It n = o, f and its reciprocal are holomorphic at P. 
If n > O, f has a zero of order n at P. If n < 0, t has a pole of 
order {-n) at P. 
DE.li'INITION 4 .4 • We define the logar1 tbm:I c derivative of f as 
follows: 
f = d:t/t = (n z-l + reg) dz , 
so that 
(4.3) resp 1 = resp(df/f) = Vp(f). 
COROIJ.ARY 4 .1. Counted 1-1i th mul:ti;plici ties, each non-constant 
meromorphic function f has the same number .Qf zeros as poles 21! R • 
. ,., Furthermore, for each comple~ numbe1,.. a, the number of a-;Elaces f?! f 
!! eq11al to the number of poles of f. 
, 
PROOF. Let C be a simple closed ,rectifiable orientable curve , 
on R such that all the zeros and poles off on Rare in the interior 
of C. By a theorem in elementary analytic function theory, we then 
have \ 
(4~ir -~- dz = N - P = l:., Vp(f) , 
I • 
..__ --- :....,.,.,,.,,....,.... 
1 
2.,,-1 p 
where N and Pare, respectively, the numbers of zeros and poles off 
on R with proper multiplicities. A combination of equations (4.2), 
(4.3), (4.4) shows immediately that N = P, which is the first part of 
our corollary. 
Now, consider s = f - a 1 which is meromorphic on R. Furthermore, 
it z1 ER such that f(z1) = a, then g(z1) = o. By applying the first 
part of our corollary to g, we know that on R the number of zeros of 
g eq11als the number· of poles of g. But the form.er equaJ s the number 
13 
. . 
of a-places of f, and the latter the n,lDlber of poles of f. Hence 
the Corollary is proved. 
. J 
It should be noted that this Corollary strengthens Letn1aa 2 .3 
in such a way th.at each non-constant meromorphic fWlction f on a 
compace Riemann surface R not only covers the Riemann sphere S, but 
each point of Sis covered the sam.e number of times. 
The residue theorem asserts that the principal parts of a 
meromorphic differential must satisfy a linear condition, namely, 
the residue sum must vanish. The fallowing existence theorem tells 
us that once preassigned principal parts do satisfy this condition, 
then there exists a corresponding meromorphic differential. 
THEOREM 4 .2 (EXISTENCE THEORFJ.1) • Let the fallowing ~ assigned: 
points P1, ... ,Pk; correspondi~ local uniformizins variables 
z1, ... , zk; principal partp 
'J = (aJ,-nJ zj-nj + ••• ~aJ,-1 ZJ-1)d.zj (J = 1, ••• , K), 
I' 
such that '$- aj, o. Then there exists !!:. meromorphic differential 
tf: I fl on R having precisely these pri11cipal parts for its singularities. 
REMARKo The proof belo1,r uses only the Hodge theorem, a result on 
differentials 1-1i thout, singularities. It is interesting to note that 
this is so strong as to ~ply the critical result about.differentials 
with singularities. 
PROOF. We select non-negative real functions ip j. ( i = 11 ••• ,k) 
· such that (a) <i; iS' constant one in a neighborhood Uj. of Pj, (b) 
vanishes o~tside a neighborhood of P;, and (c) the supports of the f ~ 
are disjoint, and the supports of each <P; is included in the domain 
K 
of z , (support of ¢;.: s{ ~) = (z: 't (z) = 0)- ) • Then c;,f = f;, <P; 1 j. 
.. 
14 
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' 
is a well defined differential on R except at the points P1, ••• , 1\, 
Also except at the points P1, ••• , Pk, all differentials 1 l,•••,1 k 
-a.re holom.orphic, and therefore by Lemma 3.1, •f ;= i tz; 
Since </>J are real f'unctions, we have 
. ·-
for J. = 1, ••• ,k. 
(4.5) -*" = i&'\. 
Enclose P ~ in a disc V;. such that Vi C U; , and. set 
n n ~ 0 = R - U Vi , · .£.. 1 = U Ui • 
· 1=1 i=l 
Thus, our problem is to f'ind a merrimorphic differential. 'l on R such that 
( i) "l is holomorphic on I:. 
0 
, 
( ii) 7 - Cl( is holomorphic on E"1 • 
By lemma 3.1., conditions (1) and (11) are equivalent to 
(i)' 
... 1 = i 'l I 
df = o, on ~ , 
( 11) ' * ( ~ - ~) = i ( 'l - ~) , 
d( 1 - cf ) = 0, on ~l • 
!low we cba.qge our unknown '1 to .A = 't - e,f , so that 'l = A 1- c( • 
using equation (4.5), conditions (1) 1 and (11) 1 then become 
-{ i) I t * /\ = i )\ 1 
\ d)\=-d.Oi,on~ 
( 11) 1 • * A = i ~ , 
d )\ = 0 1 on ~ • 
Define a 2-form ~ on R as follows: 
~ = -d.CI( , on ro , 
O I on Z,. . 
·1; .. 
~ ., .. 
. -
This definition is· PoS&ib1e, since d of a O OD .J:"' 0 f} J: l• In fact, 
• 
15 
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·., 
·.•. 
·:,; 
" \ 
,.,,~ ..... 
t· 
I 
' 
... 
on UJ, ve have 'i=' 1, and 4>1 I!! O for all i +j, since the supports 
~f' f p• • • , fk are disjoint. Hence, on Z::0 f1 £ l n U;, q = 7~, 
and d OI = d 'l~ = O due to equation (3 .2) for 'l~. 
From (1)' 1 and (ii) 11 ,· the problem is reduced to obtaining a form 
. 
" on R without singular! ty satisfying 
(4.6) *A= iA, 
(4.7)" d ~ = ~. 
\. 
By the two d1mensional De Rham Theorem, a necessary and sufficient 
condition that equation (4. 7) alone has a solution is that 
! = o .. 
R 
This indeed is the case, since 
- --
--
• l 
- --.. = r. 
-.. 21Ti £ t-es,.. 7,· = 0 , J ' 
the last step being obtained by applying Theorem 4 .1 to 1j. Thus 
there exists a one-form /3 on R such that d /3 = ~ • The proof ·of 
• 
our Theorem will be complete lThen we establish 
™ 4 .1. !! /Jli ! one-foq .sm R, then there exists A one-fora 
satisfnng 
(4.8) * ).. = 1 -~' 
d~ = d/d. 
PROOF. Before writing down the solution )\ 1 we can motivate the 
r 
\ 
choice by the following consideration. From equations (4.8), (4.9) 
we have 
(4.10) 
so that if' )\ 1 and )\ 2 are two solutions, then )\ 1 - )\ 2 is 
harmonic, that is, 
By Hodge's theorem, 
{4 .11) 
where di"= o, and f is a CCIO function on R. Equations {4.10), {4.11) 
suggest us to consider 
(4.12) 
Then 
--
• /\ = - df + 1 * d 1, ~ -•d f + 1 d f, 
from ·which and equations (4.11), (4.12), we can easily verify conditions 
(4.8), (4.9). Hence)\ is the required form. 
' § 5. Ca.1BINATORIAL TOPOIOOY 
DEFINITION 5.1. A r.iY(;lid~ao O-S1umlex is a point, a iu,clid,eee 
. 
1~1;wlex is a closed line segment, and a Euclidean 2-stmnlex is a 
closed triangular planoregion. 
DEFINITION 5 .2. An n-s1w1e1 sn, n = O ,1,2, on a manifold M is 
a pair [ e0 , f ] , . where e0 is a Euclidean n-simplex, and 9 is a 1-1 
bicentinuous mapping of en into M. We shall denote c/> (en) = / s0 / • 
DEFD·IITION 5 .3. Let 14 be a two-dimensional manifold, and 4 a 
,/~ 
collection of 2-simplexes defined on M such that each poi Pe M 
• belongs~o at least one member of A • A is called a tri~1 ,ation 
·•··.a·,-~ 
17 
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of M if the following conditions· ai:~satisfied: 
(1) if P e s2e Ll , P does not belong to the boundary ~ s2 of s2, 
then s2 is tl1e only triangle containing P, and f s2f is a neighborhood. of P, 
'"'-\ 2 2 (11) if P belongs to an edge S' oi' s1 E- Ll , but is not a. vertex of s1 , 
2 
then there exists exactly one other triangle s2 E; Ll such that 
2 · 2 2 _ 2 I S1 f n f S2 f :... I S 'f , sl and S2 are the only triangles containing P, and 
I S~ l U l S~ I is a neighborhood of P, 
2 (iii) if Pis a vertex of s1 , there is a finite number of triangles 
2 2 s1 , ... , Sk of Ll , each having Pas a vertex such that each successive 
2 2 ( • ) pair of triangles SJ , S; 1- 1 J = 1, ... , k-1 have only one edge in 
2 2 2 2· 
camrnon, Sk has one edge in common with s1 , s1 , ••• , Sk are the only 
2 I 21 triangles containing P, and f s1 I U • • • U ~ forms a neighborhood of P. 
The triangles si, ... , 5i are said to form a star of triangles in .A. 
DEFINITION 5 .4. If a triangulation A of a two-dimensional manifold 
M exists, then M is said to be trja,ngt1J1rble, and can be denoted by MA • 
THEOREM 5, l. Every: closed surface ,ll trian8121 able. 
The proof due to T. Rado, can be found in the paper of Szeged Acta 
(1925), pp. 101-121. 
THEOREM 5 ,2. !E{_ compact set .Q!! .! triang11la;ted, surface S.a meets 
only ~ finite number Qf. triangles in A . 
PROOF. Assume a compact set K on s4 meets infinitely many triangles 
in A . Choose a point of K in each triangle. By the compactness of K, 
this set G has a cluster point P, and therefore any open set about P has 
infinitely many points of G. But, by Definition 5.3, P is contained in 
•· 
an open set, which meets only a finite number of triangles in l,l • 
Thus we obtain a contrad.i~tion, and the Jeorem is proved. 
·• 
, , 
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1'flEORDf 5 .3. A surface S i§.4 compact, J:! and only ll ll has !. 
finite triapgnlation. 
PROOF. Assume S is compact. By Theorems 5.1, 5.2, S has a 
triangulatj.on ~ , and meets only a finite number of triangles in A • 
Hence Jl is finite • 
Conversely, assume S has a finite triangulation A . Since each 
triangle of /l is a com.pact set, the union of a finite number of 
\ 
triangles is compact, and therefore Sis compact. c __ 
\ 
DEFINITION 5. 5. A chain of triangles is a finite collection of 
triangles s1 , ••• , sn, of which each pair of successive triangles has 
a common edge. s1 and snare said to be Joined by this chain. 
DEFINITION 5 • 6 • In the Euclidean plane Ef , let PO , Pi, ••• , P n 
be vertices of a Euclidean n-simplex en, n = 0,1,2, and select a 
coordinate system ( X 1, X 2) so that Pie has coordinates { X lk, X 2k), 
· 0 S k ~ n. On each vertex Pk assume a point mass pk such that 
n 
,"k ~ 0 and {'-ol"k = 1. This distribution has a centroid P = {Xi, X 2) 
n 
given by ~J = 7 /"k X ik , J = 1,2. 
~o 
f'o' I' 1 , ••• , p n are called the barycentric coordinates of the point P 
in en. 
REMARK. The barycentric coordinates are independent of the co-
ordinate system used. 
DEFINITION 5 • 7. A barycentric maP,Ring of an n-sim:plex e~ onto an 
r-simplex e~, r ~ n, is a mapping., which takes each vertex of ef into a 
vertex oi' e~, each vertex of e~ the image of at least one vertex 
of ef , such that if the mass.es /'i, . . . , ft n are placed at the ver-tices 
,, 
of ef, and the swne masses are placed at the image vertices in~, then 
19 
\ 
• 
the centroids of the two systems e~ and e~ correspond to each other. 
mtA.RK. The above mapping is said to be degenerate if' r < n., 
and is a homeomorphism if r = n. 
' 
EXAMPLE 5.1. The vertices P0 , P1 , P2 of a 2-simplex have 
'• 
barycentric coordinates (1,0,0), (0,1,0), and (0,0,1), respectively. 
A point Plying on the segment P0 P1 has barycentric coordinates 
(f"'0 , fli, O}, and the locus of points, for which /'o = /'i I is the 
median line from P2 to the edge P0 P1 • 
DEFilqITION 5.8. The barycentric subdivision of an n-simplex 
e0 , n = 0,1,2, is the collection of n-simplexes obtained by considering 
the locus of points for which any two of the barycentric coordinates 
are equal. 
EXAMPLE 5.2. (1)· If en is the 0-Simplex, the barycentric sub-
division is the same 0-Simplex. 
(ii) If e0 is a 1-simplex, the mid-point is the only point with 
two equal barycentric coordinates. This mid-point divides the line 
1 
segment e into two equal segments. 
(iii) The 2-sim.plex is divided into six triang1es by the three 
·.. medians. 
DEFINITION 5 • 9 • An n--simplex sn, n = 0, 1,2 on a manifold M is 
said to be oriented, if its n - 1 vertices are specified in a definite 
order. 
EXAl4PLE 5.3. The 0-Simplex with one vertex P0 bas two orientations, 
denoted by < P0 > and - < P0 > . The 1-simplex with vertices P0 and P1 '>.• I 
has two orientations < P0 ,P1 > and < P1,P0 >. A 2-simplex with vertices 
I 
20 
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(' 
P01 Pi, P2 has two orientations: 
} 
I 
< Po,P1,P2 > = < P1,P2.,Po > = < P2,Po.,P1 > ' 
< P2,P1,Po > = < P1,Po,P2 > = :< Po,P2,P1 > • 
P, 
Fig. 1 
Note that an orientation of a 2-simplex induces an orientation 
in each of the 1-simplexes forming its edges. 
DEFIIIITION 5.10. Two adjacent oriented triangles are said to be 
oriented col1erently, if they induce opposite c,rientations in their 
camoon edge • 
DEFIIiITION 5.11. A simple chain of triangles sl, 
is said to be closed if sI and s~ have a common edge. 
... , 
DEFil'jlTION 5 .J2. A closed chain of triangles is said to be 
coherently oriented, if each triangle is oriented. 
DE.tt~IJITIOI~ 5 .13 . A manifold is orientable, if every simple closed 
chain of triangles on the ma11if old can be coherently oriented. 
REMARK. It can be shown that every Riemann surface is orientable. 
§ 6 • NORMAL FORMS OF C()ll>ACT ORIENTABLE SURFACES 
Many topological problems about a surface, when reduced to those 
concerning a model which is homeomorphic to the given surface, are 
readily clarified. 
" 
•,., 
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On a given compact Riemann surface R we f'ix a triangulation ~ 
with a coherent orientation. Since R is compact, ~ is a finite set. 
22 
2 
.. Now, mapping the triangles of A into the Euclidean plane E , ve 
obtain a regular polygon 1T in~ having a given orientation in its 
boundary induced by the orientations in the individual triangles of R 
This orientation is called the positive direction when traversing the 
boundary of 7T. 
ID1MA 6 .1. Let R ~ !! compact Riemann surface, and A § 
trian[£Ulp. tion of R consi.s.ting of n triangles. Then the reg11J a; 
polygon Tr !a the Euclidean plane :E2 obtained :from A has n + 2 sides .• 
PROOF. For n = 1, the conclusion is trivially true. Assume it is 
true for n = k. Then for the case where n = k 1- 1, the (k -t- l)th 
triangle has one side adjacent to the kth triangle. By the hypothesis 
o:f induction, the polygon 7Tk fork triangles would have k + 2 sides; 
one of these sides disappears when the {k + l)th triangle is affixed. 
However, the two remaining sides of the (k + l)th triangle now become 
sides of the polygon 1T k+l for k + 1 triangles. Hence 7T k+l has 
k + 2 - 1 + 2 = k + 3 sides, which completes the proof. 
In A , each edge belongs to exactly two triangles, and exactly 
two edges of -,r correspond to the same edge in /j • Hence 7T has an 
even n,un·cer of sides. 
A topological model of a compact Riemann surface R ls obtained 
by identifying the pairs of sides of 1T I which are adjacent on 
• 
i: 
r··, 
I, 
i 
! . 
Q 
R 
0 
,:\ L._, 
4•' .... ~---p-.... 
p ~~' 
' \ 
.... 
-... ' -~~ 0 d p 
Fig. 2 
Let S1 = < p ,q > be an edge of .4!1 which corresponds to tvo edges 
of " . Then the vertex p corresponds to two vertices of TT denoted 
by P. Likewise, the vertex q corresponds to two vertices of TT 
denoted by Q. Transversing the boundary of TT in the positive direction, 
ve cross the edge PQ: and then the edge 'QP. This is easily seen to be 
the case, since triangles PRQ and PQO are coherently oriented. Denote 
pq by a, and QP by a-1 • In like manner, associate a letter with each 
edge of TT • 
A sym'gol for rr is obtained by writing the 
-·t 
associated letter in order, in which they are encountered by traversing 
the boundary of rr in the positive direction. .. 
For example, in figure 2, TT may be denoted by abcb-1a-la.c -ld-l • 
We may simplify TT in the following steps: First of all, note 
that if rr is cut into two polygons along a line joining two of its 
vertices, the two parts being attached along a pair of identified edges, 
and also if we c:4dentify the two edge~ obtained by the cut, we have a 
\ 
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new polygon TT' • However, it is clearly seen that TT and TT 1 
represent the same surface. 
Note also that a cyclic interchange of the letters in the symbol 
of TT merely gives a new symbol of Tr • 
a·' Gf p p 
p 
D C p p 
) ~ 
0 
C 
R R 
Fig. 3 
In figure 3, we see that if aa-1 appears in a symbol having at 
least two letters, we may eliminate the letter a from the symbol. 
Nov, let a given vertex of TT be called P. Then we also label 
C, 
by P all other vertices of TT , which correspond to the same point on R. 
If there exists an edge a of TT with one vertex unlabeled, call it Q 
-along with all other vertices equivalent to Q. Let a = PQ, and b be 
the edge of rr , which has the vertex Q in colIDJlon with a. Then we know 
that b = a-1 • Join the other vertex R of b to the vertex P of a by a 
diagonal c to form a triangle A with edges a,b,c as in 
:.·: 
24 
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figure 4. Cut , out of ,r along c, and attach A to T1 along the 
edge b of /J and b - l of Tr • Thus, we obtain a new polygon rr 1 , 
which has one more P vertex and one less Q vertex than TT • By 
continuing this process, we obtain a polygon, in which all vertices 
are equivalent • 
DEFINITION 6 .~ •.. A pair of edges a and b of 1T are caJ led linked, 
if' they appear in the symbol of rr in the fallowing order: 
-1 -1 
••• a ••• b ••• a ••• b • • • • 
We now show that each edge of TT is linked with some other edge. 
If' this is not the case, there exists an edge c such that all the 
letters between c and c-1 are ide11tified among themselves. Now select 
a point P on the edge c {not a vertex), and join it by a line segment 
d in -,r to the equivalent point on c -l. Thus, we have divided 
r1 
into two parts , TI 1 and TT 2 , which have the p(/oint P and the points 
on d identified. Now one vertex P of c lies iJ~ ]J 1 and the other 
vertex P lies in TT 2 • Thus P would not have an open neighborho~ on 
the surface, contradicting the definition of a surface. Hence each 
I 
edge ot Tris linked with another. 
. ... 
... 
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By further cutting and identification, two linked edges c, d 
occur in the symbol in the form cdc-1a_-l. Whence, the normal form 
of TT is ~1 ther aa -l or 
EXAMPLE 6 .1. Consider the form AA-l. 
Q 
A > 
p 
Upon pasting together the edges A-land ·A, we obtain a surface 
haneamorphic to a sphere. 
EXAMPI.E 6.2. 
8 - - -
A ) ), 
s-' 
We obtain a cyclinder by identifying the edges A and A-1, and 
hence a torus by further identifying Band B-1 • 
. In general, a normal form with 2g letters in its symbol is 
homeomorphic to a sphere with g handles attached. Note that in ,/ 
Example 6.2, the edges AA-land BB-J.. become closed curves in the torus. 
This is true in general. It is sometimes convenient to think of the 
0 
,· 
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edges as closed curves { or cycles) on the surface • 
/ § 1. PERIOD REIATIONS 
As seen in the last section, a compact Riemann surface R vi th 
genus g may be represented topologically by a polygon of 4g sides 
with cycles A1, ••• , Ag, B1, ••• , Bg. 
DEFINITION 7 .1. If is a closed one form on R, the periods 
of are the numbers 
-
(7.1) a•= 
> J 
-
-
which will be referred to as A- and B- periods respectively. 
If Di = 'l is a meromorphic differential, we apply the same 
terminology provided no pole of 1 lies on one of the fundamental 
cycles. We may remark here that if 1 is ~ differential of the 
second kind (by which we mean the residues of I/ all vanish), then 
the definition is valid without exception, for if a pole of 1 lies 
{say),, on A1, we may displace A1 slightly ·to either side with the 
same resulting period a1 • 
, 
Relations between the periods of meromorphic differentials all 
derive from one basic idea.,· To illustrate the method let us take 
a closed d.i:ff~rential ~ and 'a second differential ;a , whicl1 is 
defined on the whole R with the possible exceptions of a finite set 
of points P, and which is closed where it is defined. Inside the 
fundamental polygon 7f we have 
.) 
,.. 
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I P. 
'-- A' ~ Q' 
" Po p6 
R 
... 
.CQo s. where for example we may take 
(7 .2) f( •) = 
• 
o( 
'io 
, 
atter a base point~ is fixed. 
If' Q and Q1 are equivalent points of A1 , then the path 
~QPoB1P0Q'Q0 is contractible, and therefore 
~ Po q' 
(7.3) + 
'io 
It is clear that 
+ 
' 
+ 
Po 
-
-
-
-
~· 
Po 
By equation (7 .2) ve thus obtain., from equation (7 .3), 
~ ~, 
(7.4) f(Q) - f(Q') = Di ... "' -- ... -- o( 
8, 
----
S1rn1larly, if R and R1 are equivalent points of B, then 
R Po R1 R' 
+ 
~o 
and therefore 
(7.5) t(R) - t(R1 ) • 
+ 
/ 
R' 
o( --
-
( o() = o. 
• 
• 
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To continue, we delete a small disc with boundary r around each 
of the singularities P of /1 , and let ~ denote the resulting region. 
In E. we have 
ti( /I /l = df /\ /3 = d(t /J ) ' 
and therefore 
(7.6) 
r/(f4) = f# . 
f)(J:J 
!he boundary of~ splits naturally into two parts, the boundary of 
'and the sum of the cycles O. The first contribution is evaluated, 
by ~eans of equations (7.4),(7.5), as follows: 
,.. 
-
-
r 
f(~J;.3 
A, 
f (ti')~ 
/I, '. 
+ 
-
~' 
f( R)/3 
B, R 
f(R')/3 + . . . 
B, R' 
-.. [ fl~) -f ( Q')] /J + 
II, . (i [f.(R)-f(R')] ,4 R+··· 
B, 
.. 
• 
A, 
-
.P( 
II, 
o( + 
B, . 
.... 
[ o( ;1' + .... 
8, 
A, s, 
·-· 
., 
. . 
~ ... , 
-- --------~ 
Thus, if we denote the periods of c,( and (J by 
then we have 
fj.3 .. -
d(TT) 
I 
I b~ = 
' 
' 
and therefore our final formula, in consequence of equation (7.6), 
(7.7) 
The first application of the form11J a {7. 7) gives 
f ;9. 
r 
THEORE)l 7 .1 (RIEMAffN BILINEAR REI.ATION). If w and w1 are 
i 
-\ 
holomorphic differentials with periods a~ , b; , aJ 
respectivel~, then 
, 
~ (a, bl - al bJ ) = o. 
d : I 
(7.8) 
, bJ 
,J 
PROOF. Locally, w = h(z)dz, w' = h 1 (z)da, so that 
w I\ w' = h(x,y) (ax + idy) /\ h1 (xy) (d.x + idy) 
= hh1 (i - i) dx /\ dy = o. 
By putting q = w, fJ = w• in equation ( 7. 7) we thus obtain 
equation (7.8), since the secqnd term on the right side of equation (7.7) 
vanishes because of the fact that w' has no singularities. 
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Next we have 
THEORErv1 7 .2 (RIEMANN INEQUALITY). ~ v !! holomorphic with· 
;eeriods al . 
(7 .9) 
and b~ , · tl1en 
,. 
i L. (ai D; 
j:1 
.... 
- 11, h; ) ~ o, 
where the equa.li ty hold~ g and onli g w = 0. 
PROOF. It is evident that if w has periods a• , b; , then V 
has periods a; , o J. • By putting Ol = w, ~ = V in equation (7. 7) 
we thus have 
, (1.10) w I\ V = 
~-
Locally, w = h(z)dz, h being holomorphic, so that 
(7.11) w /\ V = I hi 2 dz /\ dz 
= - 21 I hf a.x A ay , 
-~· 
.. 
where z = x + iy. Thus 
i w/\V= 2 
R 
which and equation (7.10) give (7.9) immediately. 
For the equality of (7 .9) '\-Te first assume w = o. Then w I\ V = o., 
-
. and therefore, from equation (7.10), equality holds in (7.9). Con-
-
versely, assume that the equality holds in (7 .9). Then equations (7 .10), 
(7.11) imply that h = 0 so that w = o. 
COROLLA.RY 7 .2 .1. !i w !§. aolo~rphic with zero A- periods, then 
Va 0. 
PROOF. If a J = o, then i l = o, so that the equality ho1ds 
tn ·c 7 .9) ~ }u!nce w = o by Theorem 7 ,2 • 
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COROLIARY 7 .2 .2. There exists a 11nique holomorph!c differential 
with prescribed A-periods. 
PBOOF. Since by Theorem 3.1, the space of holomorphic differentials 
has {complex) dimension g, and by Corollary 7.2.1 the ma~ping 
w -> {a1 , ••• , ag) onto this space is one-one; this ·mappil).g is an 
isomorphism onto the g-dimensioQB-1 complex coordinate space. 
By Corollary 7.2.2 we may select a basis w1, ••• , wg of holomorphic 
differentials according ~o 
• 1 for 1 = J. , (7 .12) = 
• 
0 for i ~ J. • 
This basis w1, ••• , wg is called a normalized basis of holomorphic 
differentials. For these differentials w1 , ••• we set 
~jl( - w· - , ~ 
and write 8". 
(7.13) bJk = bi k ... i bJft • 
THEOREM 7 .3. The matrix fl b J kll of .B- periods !!. symmetric, and 
the matrix llbJ1~(l of imaginary parts of b d k is 12.ositive definite. 
PROOF. The first p~t is easJ', for simply applying Theorem 7 .1 to 
the differentials wj and wk we obtain 
so that bit> = b; k • 
For the second part, let w =" ... 
.,.. 
J:_ a· w • be an arbit..-a_-rv 6 " 
--., 
holomorphic differential. Then 
J:: I 
.. 
·1 
' ' 
/ 
''· " ..... 
,. 
• 
\ 
t ' W= a . = J:_ J .. 
" A1<. cf:: I .) = I 
~ w = 9 t L I' -a • WJ. = ~ 
• " 
cf~ ' p~ J=I Bt 
and the ref ore the ineq11aJ ity (7 .9) becomes 
1 .l:lc (akbjk i~ - ak a j b,;k ) ~o , 
,, =. 
(7.14) 
where the equality holds if and only if w = 0, that is, i:f and only if 
" 
(a1 , ... , a6) = b. Substituting equation (7 .13) in the inequality 
(7 .14) and simplifying the result we obtain 
, 
- Z::. aka,;. bJk ) 
~1IC = I 
1 ( (7.15) 
Due to the symmetry of bJ k and bjk, in the indices j , k, (7.15) is ' 
equivalent to 
j,J< =' 
b .,, -a ... ak~o, 
.. ., k 
where the equality holds if and only if ( a1 , • • • , a8) = 0. Thus, by 
definition, IJb!k' }J is positive definite. J. 
REMARK. Conversely, we can easily verify that Theorem 7 .3 implies 
Theorem 7 .2. 
/ 
DEFINITION 7 .2. A meromorphic differential '/ is said to be of 
the sec'?nd kind, if resp( 'l) = 0 for all P. I 
Given such an f 't·Te may normalize it to one with all A-periods zero 
simply by adding a sUitable holomorphic dif:ferential; this leaves un-
changed the principal parts of '/ • 
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THEOID1 7.4. (PERIOD REIATIONS FOR DIFFERENTIAI.S OF THE SECOND 
ICIND). If 'l. is ! normalized differential .Qf. tJ1e second k.ind v1ith 
po~e.s at 12oints P and B- pe1 .. iods b j , and ,., is ~ holomorpl1ic 
differential with w = df 2!! ,r and vi th J?eriods al , b.i , then 
j. L a.J b! = ~TT 1 r:. resp (fh). 
J:1 ~ , 
(7 .16) 
PROOF. By putting o( = w, /3 = ? in equation ( 7. 7) , and noticing 
I 
that the A-periods a(,· of "( vanish, we obtain 
(7 .17) I L. WA ( - ~ a· b' - f ~. ~ J. 
£. ,=, p r 
Since w A '1. = 0 in L by local expansion, and each o:f the 
of equation {7.17) is a residue, that is, 
(fh) = ~ 7Ti resp (fh), 
y 
we thus obtain equation (7 .16). 
last terms 
In particular, if we take w = w~ from the norma.J ized basis, 
then wi = df) , and from equations (7 ,12) we have a~ = l, a1 = 0 if . 
i • ~ • Thus formula (7.16) is reduced to: 
(7 .18) b? 
' 
- -
- -
By way of general philosophy here we may remark that once the 
principal parts and the A- periods of 'l are prescribed, the B- periods 
an uniquely determined, and this formula (7 .18) gives the answer. 
Later we shall evaluate the right hand side of the formula (7 .18) 
more explicitly • 
§ 8. DIVISORS 
Our basic goal is the determiriation of all meromorphic functions 
on R. Given such a function f, we see that df' is a meromorphic 
... 
'-· 
.. 
differential such that 
df = 0 
y 
over each closed curve r J which avoids the poles of t. Thus t = dt 
is a differ~ntial of the second kind, all of whose periods vanish. Of 
course, the singular parts of f completely determine those of 'l , and 
since we already know how to construct normalized ~ with prescribed 
singular parts, the natural procedure in constructing a function with 
prescribed singular parts seems to be as follows. We construct the 
with corresponding singular parts, normalize it so that all A- periods 
vanish, and then use the period relations to determine if the B- periods 
also vanish. We shall carry through this program to the end of this 
paper. In this section we give some preliminary definitions and 
results needed for the precise formulation of the Riemann-Roch theorem. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A divisor on R (also called a polygox) is a 
finite formal linear combination 
of.points Pk on R with integral coefficients nk, in the language of 
topology, a finite integral (singular) zero-chain. Thus, if a is 
an integral one-chain, then o-t = d Y is a divisor 
DEFINITION 8 .2. Let f be a non--zero meromorphic :function on R. 
Then 
(f) = I:_ Vp(f)P 
is called the divisor of zeros and poles oft, where Vp(f) is the 
order off at P (see§ 6). 
IEMMA 8 .1. Let f, g ~ non-'Lero meromor,phic ~tions !?.!!. B. Then 
./ .. (8,1) (fg) = (f) + (g) • 
-..... ~-
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;-;·, .. , -'-i ·,~ .~:~~~.:.:~~; __ , ~·;-'-:~\;t\ )4 ... =-· •. 
--=-..-==-- .. , - -·· -~' -
Then 
PROOF. Let 
t(z) = 9nzn + 8n+l zn+l + • • • , &n = o, 
( ) -. m m+l g Z = bmZ + 'bmt-1 Z -ft • • • 
,J./. ) n+m ( . ) n• m•:l t.\Z • 8.n°bmZ + 8nt-l °bm + 8.n~l Z 
V (fg)' = n + m. Hence equation {8.1). p 
·/ 
·"-·-· 
+ • • • I 
and there:rore 
LEMMA. 8.2. The set K Qf divisors .Q!l R forms~ abelian group. 
' PROOF. Let <rt 1 , tfl. 2 , 0? 3 -· -be any di visors on R so that 
It is easy to verify the following: 
( i) trC 1 + 01 2 = £ nk Pk E K , 
where Pk = Pk1 U Pk2 • 
( 111) The unit element of K is PT. 0 = I O Pit so 
that It + n O = 11T. , where ,-( € K. 
( 1 v) The inverse element of (If = E:.. nk Pk is 
6[ -1 = ~ (- nk) Pk € K, so that (TC.+ crt:-l = 117. 0 • 
(v) n1+0-C2=tre2 + trt1 • 
' 
DEE'lNITIOI~ 8 . 3 . Let '{ be a non-zero meromorphic differential 
definetl on R locally at P by 
7. = (anzn, + 8n+l zn+l + ••• ) dz 
. ' 
in terms of a local unif ormizing variable z • Set VP ( f ) = n · 1r 8n = 0 • 
. lfhen ( () = I: Vp( 7 ) P is called the divisor .Qf zeros and ;eoles of ? . 
t• 
i 
! 
l 
. ' 
! . 
G 
.,. 
The divisor of a differential is often called a canonical divisor. 
DEFINITION 8 .4. The degree of a divisor ~ = }:. 11pP is 
defined by deg n = don = r:. I1p • 
It is easily seen that the map 
is a homomorphism on the abelian group of divisors into the integers. 
In fact, ~o is single-valued and onto the set of integers, and 
( 
Jo (ut 1 + P'C 2) = Jo It l + Jo lrl 2 , 
where ,c 1 and (ft 2 are any two divisors. 
Moreover, from Corollary 4.1 we have known that a non-constant 
meromorphic function has the same number of zeros as poles. But now 
this statement becomes tl1at deg(f) = 0 for any non-constant meromorphic 
function f. 
We remark that if Y° is a one chain and dl = .) Y- , then deg 4l = 0. 
Conversely, if deg ot = 0, then the connectivity of R implies fl = J I' 
for some r. 
DEFII'1ITI0N 8 .5. }: °Pp ~ 0, if Dp ? 0 for all P. 
l: 0 k1 Pl{l ~ L n1~2 Pk2 , if l: (nkl P:k1 - nk2 Pk2 ) # o. 
I.EMMA 8 .3. " ~" ll ! partial order relation .Q!! the group of 
divisors. 
PROOF. Let I(. i = l:. ·Dki l\i , 1 = 1 1 2, 3. 
(i) fl i ~ ,t. 1 , since;[ (nk1 P1 - nk1 P1) = .L 0Pk1 ~ O. 
(ii) Suppose n t ~ f( 2 , <fl 2 ~ ll 1 • Then 
' .... 
" 
. -~ 
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\..., 
Thus, if PJ i appears ~n only one of the divisors, then n; 1 ~ 0 
and n j 1 ~ 0, which imply n; i = 0. Furthermore, if r( 1 and (fl 2 
have a common point Pj 1 = P,' 2 , then nj 1 - n; 2 ). 0 and n1_2 - n; 1 ~ 0, 
and therefore n; 1 = n12 . Hence rr 1 = re 2 • 
( iii) Suppose l"l 1 ~ fl( 2 , It 2 ~ rt 3. Then 
~ (nk1 pkl - nk2 1\2) ~ o, ~ (nk2 Pk2 - nk3 Pit3) ~ 0, 
If ,-c1 , r;-c 2 and (It 3 have a common point ~-, = P4ii = P;3 , then 
n,~ - n,~ ~o, nia - n;3 ~o, which imply n,, - n;, ~o. If ,r1 
_ and r( 2 have a common point P.;, = P;a. , which is not in ,-C 3, then 
n;, - n ci.1. > O, n ,i.2 > O, and therefore· n ~. > O. If ere 1 and (T( 3 have 
a common point P;, = P;3 , which is not in n 2 , then n.;, ~ o, - n;a ~o, 
which imply n;, - n~1 ~o. Finally, if P;, is in n1 but not in rt2 
and pt 3, then n;, >,_O. Hence rl. 1 ~ l'l 3 • 
DEFilllTION 8 • 6 • Let R be a di visor on R. Define 
L(R) = {f':{f) +rr ~o J, 
where f is a meromorphic function on R. By convention, 0 E L( tT() • 
We can best l.lllderstand the meaning of L{Ol') by considering an 
example • Suppose ff( = 1P - 3Q. f E L{ll), then (f) + 7P- 3Q? 0. 
This means that f must be holomorphic at each point R distinct from P 
and~' that f has a possible singularity only at P and this is a pole 
of order at most 1, and that f has a zero of order at least 3 at Q. 
IEMMA 8.4. L(C1l') ~~linear space. 
PROOF. Let f, g 
€
 L(dl'). It is clear that under addition the 
. 
commutative and associative la\-Ts l1old. Also, by definition, 0 
€
 L( Ol). 
How., (r) + at ~o, (g) +ot~o, \/here (r) =I°Vp1 (f) P1, (g) =.LVP2(f)P2 , 
,n = r, np3P3• Consider (f + g) = ,I:Vp(f + g)P, Then at P, 
' 
_,.,,.·,~·.··. ,·_, .. ' 
·.··· 
... ,.,,_ .. '·-·· -·-
... 
Vp(f' + g) ~ min (Vp(f), Vp(g)). Since Vp(f) + I1p ~ o, -~ 
and Vp(g) + 11p ~ o, Vp(f + g) + 11:P ~o, which implies that f + g 
€
 L(df). 
It is obvious · ·that if °' and ;8 are complex numbers, then 
OI (f-tg) = "(f, + "lg, ( ot +/3)f = ~ r + ;a r, «{l'f) = (cr/i)f ,l•f' = f, o··r = o. 
Hence the lenuna is proved. 
We shall shortly see that these spaces L( fl) are always finite 
d1rnensional, and we shall set 
dim Ol = dim L(lt), 
where we always take complex dimension. 
DEFINITION 8.7. It is convenient to define an equivalence relation 
among di visors: (!( """' , if fl = ~ + ( f) for some ( f) , where f is a 
,. 
meromo11 phic ftmction on R. 
UHM 8 • 5 • . !f ,r "'-' ~ , then 
(8.2) deg ,t = deg t,, , 
(8 .3) djm flt = dim ;Ir • 
PROOF. By assumption there exists a meromorphic function f on R 
such that ,r = /, + (f). Therefore 
deg,t = deg;& ;- deg (f) = deg~ , 
since deg {f) = o. 
Consider the map r: g -> fg, where g E L(dr), so that ,t + (g) ~ O. 
Let 
(8.4) "' = ,I, + (f) • 
Then, by equation (8.1), 
. 
f1l 1- (g) = ph + (fg) ~ 0 1 sothat fg e L(~). Thus r :L(I?) -> L(,&). 
-
r' is 1-l. In fact, suppose h E L(~), and gt h. 
.... 
/ 
·I f 
-: ·,,. 
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Then fg + fh, that is, r (g) :I: (1 (h). 
-· f 
(' is onto. In fact, let h E L~ ) • Then 
-I, ;- (h) , o, which and equation {8.l~) imply Of - (f) 1- (h) ~ o. 
Since-- (f) = (1/r), by equa(ion (8.1) we have 
- (f) + (h) = (h/f), and thel:'efo1 .. e ft -1- (h/f) ~ 0 1 that is, r 
- , ' 
h/f € L(Ol) • Hence h = (' (11/f) • 
Now let h,g f L(O?). Then 
. 
r (h + g) = r(h + g) = f'h + rs = r (h> + f'(g) • 
-
Let c be a complex number, and g e L( (1'() • Then 
f'(cg) = f(cg) = c{fg) = C r{g). 
.. - ,> -
Thus r' is an isomorphism of L( n) onto L( ;I-), and hence equation (8 .3). 
-
LElriMA 8 .6. If. re ~ ~ , then 
(8.6) L(,r) CL(~). 
- - . 
!! !!l ad.di tion dim rt < oo , then dim ~ < oo , and 
(8.7) deg If - dim ,C ~ deg~ - dim,'6 • 
PROOF. 1£t f E L(,C). Then (f) +IIC ?O. Since, by equation (8.5), 
(f) + /, ~ {f) + rrt , we have (r) +~ ~o, so that f, L(~). Hence 
equation (8 .6) . 
Next, assume di.ro t'1f < ao, and for each P set 
\ 
rFC = E n1pP , ~ = ~ npP , mp ~ np • 
At eac~;~-select a uniformizing variable z, so that if f e L( .;I, ) , 
· then Vp(f) -t- np , o. Thus at each P 
40 
f(z) = a....np z-np + 8-npt-l z-np+-l -tr ••• + e...mp...1 z-1ltp-l + 8.-mp z-mp + •••, 
and f c L( re) if and only if &-np = • • • = a-m._p.-1 = o for all P. In other 
' 
words, the subspace L( n) of L( ;;J, ) is determined by the vanishing of a 
certain finite set of linear functionals. Each point P contributes (np - JD.p) 
,-. 
I.' 
f,il 
- '--, ... ...,,..,,... 
I 
,. 
. 
of these, so there are in total 
f (~ -m_p) = degp - deg (If 
such functionals • Since by assumption d:Jm ,c < oa, the above relation 
al ready implies tl1at dirn I, < oo • Furthermore, if we remember that 
these functionals are not necessarily linearly independent, we conclude 
that 
dim ft = di.m ~ - [ ( degp' - deg ,r ) - relations ] 
.. 
~ dim ,6 - deg;} + deg rn . 
We remark that the Riemann-Roch theorem is proved, once these 
relations are determined. 
COROLIARY 8.6.l. .!f ,C ? O, then 
(8.8) dj m '7. ~ deg (7 + 1. 
PROOF. By Lemma 8 • 6 , 
(8.9) deg O - dim O < deg ll - dim 17. 
But deg O = Oi and L(O) = {f: (f) ~O ) • Since 
(f) ? o means that Vp(f) ~O for each P € R, f is holomorphic. Thus 
by Lemma 2 .1, f is necessarily constant. Therefore L(O) is the field 
of constants, and dim O = djm the set of complex numbers = 1. Hence 
equation (8.8) follows inunediately from equation (8.9). 
· COROLIARY 8 .6 .2. For each ffl , dim tT( < ao . 
PROOF. Let ,r = ~ npP, and define ;6' by merely deleting tlle 
negative terms in Pl, that is, 
where 
' , 
o, if np < o, 
if np ). o. 
. - ··" _,-- ···--· 
41 
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( 
Then i, ? O and n < ,/,- . Therefore by I.emma. 8.6, L(OT) C L(pcS-), 
from which it follows, in consequence of Corollary 8.6.l, 
dim ,c ~ dim./J- < deg~ + l < ao. 
~. Due to Corollary 8.6.2, equation (8.7) of Imnma 8.6 is 
always valid. 
!Dll-IA 8 • 7. !! ? 1 and 1 2 are non-zero differentials, then 
12 = f 'l i, and ( i 2) ,.. ( 11), where f !.@. ! meromorphic function 2!! R, 
PROOF. Locally, 'l i = h1(z)dz, 1 2 = I12{z)dz, hi and 112 being 
non-zero meromorphic functions, and we can easily see that 
~(z)/ h1{z) = f(z) is a meromorphic fwiction. Hence ~ 2 = f? 1, 
and 
§ 9. RDMANN-ROCH ·rHEORDl 
Let at be a di visor, and ,Z a differential, and consider the 
space L( {f) -Qt). If f € L( (1) -07), then (f) + (f) -IT~O, 
- .-
(ff) ~re, since (f) +(?)=(ff). By Lenuna 8.7, for every. 
-
differential I( we have ~ = g 7 , where g is a meromorphic function. 
Thus L( ( ? ) - ll. ) has the same dimension as ( t'" : ( t) ~ rt), since 
I 
\ -
in this case g E L( { 'l ) -r< ) . With this prel:1 minary remarlt we can 
state the Riemann-Roch theorem as follows: 
THEOREM 9 .1 ( RilJMNN-ROCH THEOREM). .• 
caupact Riemann surface R with genus g. 
- . 
let 07 be a divisor on a 
- -
Then 
(9 .1) dim ll = deg If + 1 - g + dim [ ( f) - n], where { ?) !! any 
canonical divisor. 
42 
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PROOF. We 41v:Lde our proof' into several cases. 
CASE 1. 01 = O. 
In this case 
.dim(?)= dim LC (1) -ll) = dim {w: (w) ~O) 
= dim {w:w holomorphic ) = g 
by Theorem 3.1. Since dim O = 1, and deg O = o, equation (9~1) is 
true. -"'!. 
CASE 2. ll > O. 
For the way this proof is organized, th1s·w111 be the critical case. Let 
n = E. npP with °P > o. for all P in the summation. For each of' these 
P select a uniformizing variable z = Zp• Set 
,;( (/l) = ( 1 : f is of 2nd kind, Vp( "I) ~ -np - 1, and 
all A- periods of 'l vanish). 
If '/ E ~ ( (l) , then locally 
-
"/ = (c-np-l z-np-1 + ... + c-e z-e + reg ) dz, 
and this expansion is uniquely determined by its principal parts 
according to Theorem 4.2 (The Existence Theorem) and the fact that its( 
A- periods vanish. At each point P; the constants G...e, ••• , C-np-l 
are ai ... bi trary, and al together t~~re are L l1p of such constants • Whence 
\ (9.2) dim ~ { 17) = deg ,r . 
. -
Consider the mapping f ~ df of L(fll) into ,( (ll) by noting that 
df E e,( (fl). It is evident that the kernel N = {f:di' = O) of the 
mapping is the field of complex numbers, so that dim N = l. Thus 
(9.3) dimdl = 1 - dim d[ L(ll) ]. 
~ 
The :Image d[L(n) ] consists .Qf. all elements "/ ~ ;( (,r) whose B- periods 
vanish. For, if "/ ~ .( ( l'l ) and the B- periods of 'I vanish, then 
/ 
.f 
...;, ·~· . 
. , 
r~ . 
'I = 0 
'" for each cycle r on R avoiding the poles of 'l , since this is 
true for the A- and B- cycles, and the residues of f vanish. 
Hence f = is a well-defined meromorphic function 011 R vi th 
df='t· 
.Now let ? E i ( n) , and w be a holamorphic ~:(ferential with 
A- periods a 1 , • • • , ag. By using the ormula {7 .16), we have 
( , • 2 77 i L. resp ( f 'l), 
s; 
where ~ = d£ on the polygon 7r . Since a~ are arbitrarily prescribed, 
we can set a, = 0 so that L resp {f 7) = 0. Conversely, if 
L resp (f 'l) = O for each w = df· of the first kind, then 
or 
b1 = 
' 
~ = 0, 
,. 
'J 
'/ E d[L(dl)]. 
Denote by D the g-dimensional space of holaaorphic differentials 
w • df, and consider the pairing 
< w, ? > = £ resp ( f? ) 
on (D, X (fl) ) to the complex numbers O This induces a mapping of D 
into the conjugate space;( (fl)* of i( (R) : 
w ... < w, ·> . 
Denote the image of this indu~ed mapping by DI-. Since 'l E d(=L(I?)] 
-
' .... 
if and only if £ resp {f '/) = o, d[L(rt) l' is precisely the subspace 
. 0 
.. 
44 
\ 
ot ;( (tn) annihilated by the space D* of linear functionals, that 
~(' 
is, < w, 'I > = · 0 for 1 E L(fl) . Thus, in consequence of equation (9 .2), 
(9.4) dim d[L(Pl' )] = dim L(lt) - dim D* 
• degC1l - dim D*. 
It remains to determine dim n•. Since by,Theorem. 3.1 the space D 
bas complex dimension g, we have 
(9 .5) dim n• = g - dim (kernel [w -+ < w, ·>]). The kernel in 
equation (9 .5) can be found as follows. Suppose w E D, and < w, 'i > = 0 
:for all '7 f o'( ( ll) . Set 
(9.6) v = df = (e0 + e1z + ... ) dz. 
Then 
Thus, locally, if 
then··· , 
= {c-n 1z-Dp-l + ••. -t, e-ez-2 + reg)dz, p- . 
resp{f 1) = e0 4 + ie1c-3 + • .. + enp-1 c...np-1/np . 
Since the principal parts of 'l may be prescribed arbitrarily, we 
conclude that }: resp(f '/) = 0 for all 'l if and only if 
,(9 • 7) e0 = e1 = . • • == enp-l=O for all P. 
But equation (9.7) reduces equation (9.6) to 
np np+l w = enpz 1- e11p-l z + • • • , 
so that Vp{w) ~ n p for all P, or Vp(v) - n P ~ O for all P, that 
... 
is (w) ~ re . Thus 
(9.8) kernel [w_~<v,• >] • (w:(w) ~n), 
and therefore this kernel has dimension 
(9 .9) 4111 (v: {v) ~It) • d1a [ (v) - d'l), 
.. 
By com.binins equations (9.3),(9.4),(9.5),(9.8),(9.9), and makinl use 
of the remark at the beginning of this section we hence obtain the 
required formula (9.1) for Case 2. 
CASE 3. dim l1l > O. 
In this case, there exists a no~ero function f such that 
~ = (r) +n~o. 
For, if there is no such f, then L(01) • o, and whence d1m dT = O, 
which is a contradiction. By applying Cases 1 and 2 of the Riemann-
~ Roch theorem to ;I,, and making use of equations (8.2),(8.3) we hence 
complete the proof of this case. 
COROLIARY 9 .1. If ( 'l. ) !! canonical, then 
(9.10) deg('/) = 2g - 2. 
PROOF. First we assume g > 0. Then by Theorem 3 .1, dim( 'I) = g > O. 
Application of Case 2 of the Riemann-Roch Theorem to rr( = ( 'l ) gives 
g. = dim ( 'l ) = deg ( '/ ) + 1 - g - dim Q, 
which is equivalent to equation (9.10). 
Next we consider the case g = 0. Applying Case 1 of tht;!_. Riemann-
Roch Theorein to ut = P, a single point, we then obtain 
J dim re = 1 + 1 - 0 + dim [ ( 1 ) - p J ~ z, 
since d:Jrn [( ~) - P] ~ o. Thus 
(9.11) ~- L(P) = d:Jm (f:{f) +P > 0 ) > 2, 
which means that there exists at least two linearly independent functions 
be1onging to L{P). From equation (9.11) it also follows that if 
z E L(P), then Vp(z) ~-1, which implies that z has at worst a first 
order pole at P. Furthermore, z is holomorphic at every other point 
on R; for, if Q :I= P and VQ(z) < o, then z f L(P). Thus by Corollarjr 4 •+, 
for each comp~ex number a there is a s~ngle a-place. Qa (of the first 
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order) of z • The mapping Q -> z ( Q) is therefore a conformal equivalence 
of R onto the z-sphere. We compute (dz). At P~ t = 1/z'° is a uniformizing 
variable, and therefore dz = - t-2 dt. At Qg, t = z - a is. a uniformizing 
variable, and so dz = dt. Hence 
(dz)·= - 2P, deg (dz)= - 2 = 2g - 2, 
.,. 
since g = o. Hence Corollary 9.1 is proved. 
In view of this information we may present the Riemann-Roch Theorem. 
in a symmetric form called the 
BRILir-IiOETHER RECIPROCITY IAW • !£ (IT and ~ are di visors such that 
., 
(9 .12) tf( + i6- = (?) 
is canonical, then 
(9.13) 1 , ~ 1 .../... dim.It - 2 degd"'C = dim ,u - 2 deg,v • 
PROOF. By using equation { 9 • J2) and Corollary 9 .1 we obtain 
(9.14) deg ~ = deg 1 - deg ,r = 2g - 2 - deg O"( • 
substitution of equation (9.14). Conversely, by substituting equation 
(9.14) in~uation (9.1) we may obtain equation (9.13), 
CASE 4, dun [ ( 'I ) - ff{ ] > 0, where { 'l ) is any canonical di visor. 
Set p = ( 'l ) - gf , Then by applying Case 3 of the Riemann-Roch 
Theorem to/, and malting use of equation (9 .10) we can 1nunediately obtain 
equation (9.1) for this case. 
,,CABE 5. rt+ ;I, =.(,), and dimlt= dim'= o, where('/) is any 
canonical divisor. 
At first we assert that 
(9 .15) · deg n ~ g- 1. 
··-)j For otherwise, suppose 
i> 
(9 .16) deg,r ~ g. 
·-· 
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Select any di visor It 1 such that . trC ~ tTf 1 and (It ·1 ~ 0. By 
applying Cases 1 and 2 of the Riemann-Roch Theorem to tr( 1 we obtain 
.. 
(9.17) dim rr1 ~ deg n1 + 1 - g 
since dim [ ( 'l ) - fl( 1 ] is always nonnegative. On the other hand, 
by means of equation ( 8 • 7) for the relation If ~ fll 1 we have 
(9.18) 
• 
Combination of equations (9,16),(9.17),(9.18) thus yields 
dim r( >,, 1 - g 1- deg(/( ~ 1 - g T g = 1, 
which contradicts our hypothesis dim Of = o. Thus we have (9.15). 
Similarly, we can obtain 
(9.19) deg~ ~ g - 1. 
But deg I( + deg~ = deg ( ?) = 2g - 2 by Corollary 9.1, 
fore we have, in consequence of equations (9.15) and (9.19), 
deglf = deg,;t- = g - 1, 
which is the Riemann-Roch ~eorem for Case 5 according to Brill-
. ,. 
·.··;-
Raether Reciprocity Law. 
REMARK. The method used in Case 2 may be used to prove the 
Riemann-Roch Theorem in general, but it is technically complicated. 
LD1MA 9 .1. I! deg flt < 0, then dim pt = 0. 
PROOF. Suppose there exists f 
€
 L { '7t) so that ,C -t- ( t) ~ O, 
and let ~ = qt + ( f) • Then.:, by equation (8 .2) we have 
deg ,r = deg t,, ~ o, 
'· 
which contradicts our hypothe·s1s· deg ,C < O. !bus L( ~,C) :;: o, dim (I(= O. 
/ 
COROLLARY 9 .2 • ll 
deg ,r ~2s - 1, 
' '·'· 
., 
. '· 
.. 
! 
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' . . . 
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then 
(9 .21) d1m 11 = deg ot + 1 -·g. 
y 
PROOF. From equations (9 .10), (9 .20) it follows '.that 
deg [ ( 1/ ) - fl? ] = 2g - 2 - deg ITC ~ - 1 < 0. 
Thus, by Le.mtna 9 .1 we obtain 
dim CC't> -nl = o, 
which reduces equation (9.1) jmmediately to equation {9.21). 
_;,.c. 
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